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The VCall Virtual Call Point is part of the CH1000 Security Communication 
System. VCall gives a teacher the ability to place a normal or emergency call 
to the administrator via the teacher’s classroom PC. The call is then answered 
via the classroom speaker. Security in the classroom is increased with VCall 
simply due to the covert nature of a PC-based call point. When an intruder 
enters a classroom the classroom telephone is the obvious device to disable 
followed by preventing anyone from going near the call button on the wall. 
VCall becomes the hidden alarm button giving the teacher another means to 
alert people. A lockdown alert can be initiated by a teacher which in turn 
triggers the CH1000 to broadcast a pre-recorded alert message as well as 

initiate a call to the administrator.

With VCall a classroom with no hardwired call switch can now place calls. By 
adding VCall to classrooms that already have hard wired call switches a 
redundancy is created in case of call switch failure. The VCall software resides 
on the computer desktop as a tool bar that is unobtrusive to the user but is 

easily and quickly accessible using a mouse. 
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